37 NC counties offer the Resource Parent Curriculum, teaching trauma-informed parenting strategies that change lives for:

**FAMILIES**
Resource parents learn how trauma can affect the behavior of children in their care. RPC teaches them valuable tools to improve relationships and allow children to feel **safe, capable, and loved**.

**CHILD WELFARE PROFESSIONALS**
Professionals who train to become RPC Facilitators learn nuanced trauma-informed facilitation skills from experts in the field!

**AGENCIES**
Offering RPC can improve placement stability and create opportunities to collaborate with neighboring counties. It also supports North Carolina’s diligent recruitment plan.

**Honestly, I think it’s changed the culture of our foster families. People are talking about trauma and trauma reminders and responses. I’m amazed by it.**
- Rowan County RPC Facilitator

40 HOURS OF TRAINING
ONE WORKSHOP
INFINITE IMPACT